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For years, the pedal boat
has been a splashy good-times vessel for cooing tourists in oversize
swans. But most models are made
of injection-molded plastic, and
"their design, fabrication, and color
are an eyesore on a lake," says Paul
Lavoie, cofounder with designer
Lee Kline of the lifestyle brand
Beau Lake (beaulake.com). With
their just-released Runabout (starting at $20,000), the duo has staged
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a spectacular aesthetic revolt: a
human-powered leisure vessel that
ventures into uncharted luxury
waters. Crafted from navy fiberglass, the reverse transom gives
a sense that the boat is already in
motion. Careful engineering limits
sound and splash, and the cockpit’s
side-by-side seating means you can
converse while taking turns at the
black-walnut tiller.
It’s a jaunty ode to quality

craft and the classic aesthetic of
mid-20th-century wooden boats.
The trick was marrying throwback allure with performance. “In
furniture there’s an elegance in
how you treat function, and it’s
the same thing with something
nautical,” says Kline, who is a
sailor, design veteran, and fine
woodworker. The company looked
to Italian yachts for inspiration,
collaborating with Canadian

yacht-design legend Steve Killing.
“The idea of wood, fiberglass, and
stainless steel coming together for
me is just a dream,” Kline says. The
team also ensured that the boat
requires no maintenance—from
the resin-infused fiberglass deck to
the nautical leather slipcovers. The
Runabout even self-bails during a
storm. A limited number are in production, and there’s already a wait
list. —ARIANNE NARDO
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